


SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT 

QUESTION 29 

TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2 LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): D1 

SAMPLE ANSWERS 

Part a: 0.5 point 

Sample 1 
An event of which an actuary becomes aware after the calculation date, but before the 
corresponding report date. 
 
Sample 2 
An event known to the actuary for the first time between the calculation date and the report 
date. 
  

Part b: 1.5 points 

Sample 1 
i) awareness = Jan 24 => after calc date, before report date => subseq event 
 - b/c the insolvency is due to gradual deterioration, this tells the actuary something about the 
data prior to the val’n date 
 => that the reinsurer was less secure than previously thought 
 => restate the valuation given the new information 
ii) awareness = Feb 6 => after calc, before report => subseq event 
 - the lg loss event occurred in mid-Jan, so they do not change the valuation of the entity as of 
Dec 31. If the change is material, the AA may add the event to the report as a note, but not 
restate the val’n 
 

Sample 2 
i) subsequent event since actuary aware of Jan 24, 2018 between calc date & report date 
Error? No. -> when? After calc date -> different? After calc date -> purpose? Reflect in the report. 
Since the event is an adjusting event and the event is material, hence need to reflect in the 
report. 
ii) subsequent event since actuary receives notice on Feb 6, 2019 after calc date and before 
report date 
Defect/error? No -> when? After calc date -> different? After calc date -> purpose? Reflect as it 
was but disclose if material 
It’s a non-adjusting event. It doesn’t retroactively affect the report but if the event is material 
need disclose in the report to BoD. 
 
Sample 3 
i) aware of event b/w calc date & report date => it is subsequent event 
gradual deterioration indicates condition of comp. before calc date, it makes entity retroactively 
different, so should be reflected in work 
 
ii) b/w calc date & report date -> subsequent event 
this is not an error and does not make entity retroactively different; if IBNR can absorb the value 
do nothing; else since purpose is to report on entity as it was at calc date, inform users of 
financial statements. 



SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT 

Sample 4 
i) Error: no 
when: after the calc date 
different: will it make the entity different. Yes 
it happened before the calculation date 
The company is ceding 30% of business, should reflect it in the calculation 
 
ii) if IBNR is sufficient to cover the change, then it’s normal course of business, and no action is 
needed. If IBNR is insufficient, it’s a subsequent event that provides information on the company 
after calculation date. Disclose the impact in report. 
 

EXAMINER’S REPORT 

Candidates were expected to demonstrate an understanding of subsequent events and the logic 
that should be used by the AA to determine the appropriate course of action. 
 

Part a  

Candidates were expected to correctly define the appropriate time period of an event to qualify 
as a subsequent event 
 
Common errors included: 

• Using valuation date instead of calculation date 

• Stating the event occurred between the given dates, instead of focusing on the actuary’s 
awareness of the event 
 

Part b 

For each of i) and ii), the candidate was expected to identify that the event did qualify as a 
subsequent event, to apply the event decision tree to determine the appropriate course of 
action, and to correctly identify the action itself. 
 
Common errors included: 

• Providing incorrect action given the logic (e.g., state the action is to disclose/inform 
instead of reflect event in the work or vice versa) 

• Not providing relevant justification/support for the recommended action 

• Vague action wording that could refer to either disclosure or recalculation of the work  
(e.g., “include in report”) 
 

 

  


